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A Vision for Larimer
1. Executive Summary

This land-use vision plan addresses the opportunities and challenges identified in the Place & Environment Goals in the Larimer Community Plan completed in 2008 by Jackson/Clark Partners. Many of the challenges faced by Larimer, such as high vacancy, an older housing stock and a shrinking and aging population are problems faced by many communities across the Pittsburgh region and across the country. The opportunity here is to address the very real problems of the neighborhood in a manner that is a state-of-the-art model for the Pittsburgh region.

Building a Sustainable Community

A major goal is to establish a new identity as a state-of-the-art green community. To achieve this goal the community should take steps to set itself apart as innovative and green. In addition to providing ecological benefits and distinguishing Larimer within the region, urban sustainability strategies can contribute to the economic revitalization of Larimer.

Addressing the excess of vacant and underutilized land will bring the neighborhood closer together, creating a more concentrated, vibrant residential core. This strategy will create connections and increase visibility within the neighborhood, city and region. Larimer’s natural physical and historical connection is to East Liberty. Larimer’s connectivity to public transit will allow it to pursue important urban sustainability strategies, such as walkable communities and transit oriented development.

Consolidating Assets

The isolation of Larimer from other communities was identified in the Larimer Community Plan as a challenge. But Larimer also has opportunities for connections. Larimer is largely flat, making it well suited for a variety of developments, including housing, recreation and urban agriculture. Visual and physical connections should be enhanced to create more development opportunities.
The excess of vacant land and structures creates an opportunity and a need to aggregate land in order to consolidate existing community assets and build new ones. However, to successfully revitalize, Larimer must retain its existing residents and we must respect their tenacity in the face of historic hardships. “A house for a house” is the motto of this plan, meaning no one should be forced to leave their homes and those who choose to leave a home, but stay in the neighborhood, should receive a home in return. By consolidating new residential development in the core of the community and on the edges of the new park, the plan strengthens and revitalizes a smaller, stronger neighborhood.

**Turning Challenges into Opportunities**

A major component of this plan is to transition the parcels northwest of Larimer Avenue to parkland, with a major component of active recreation, that would form a new Larimer Park, connected to the rest of Pittsburgh’s park system by Highland Park and to Mellon Park via an enhanced East Liberty Boulevard.

Larimer Avenue will be defined in the future by the expanded Larimer Park with a recreational fields complex on the north side and a strong residential edge on the south side. This residential edge should include the acquisition and redevelopment of East Liberty Gardens, new residential development on the site of the current East Liberty Park ballfield and the better integration of the new residential development and Enright Court into the neighborhood street system.

The underutilized Hamilton and Frankstown Avenue light industrial corridor currently serves a range of light manufacturing, distribution, service and craft-related businesses, providing jobs and economic activity to Larimer. The goal here is for light industrial development – with a focus on new, green industries and jobs – to continue to occur in this area and over the long-term to move light industrial uses incompatible in other parts of the neighborhood to this area.
2. Introduction

“A safe, clean, strong, diverse, vibrant, healthy & attractive community, with a renewed sense of pride that is a model for inner city revitalization.”

Community Vision from the Larimer Community Plan (2008)

Beginning in the fall of 2007, residents, business owners and community organizations in Larimer began the process of creating an updated Larimer Community Plan. That plan articulated the community vision. To achieve this vision, the community laid out goals around three main themes:

+ Place & Environment
+ Community & Organization
+ Human Needs

One of the Place and Environment Goals was the preparation of “a detailed, equitable land-use plan for future housing, business development and green space allocation: fix what we can, tear down what we can’t, & identify best areas for growth.” Building on the work done in the Larimer Community Plan, this Larimer Vision Plan seeks to give physical form to the community’s vision.

A land use vision plan helps a community achieve its goals by providing a roadmap for future development. It lays out the types and locations of land uses the community wishes to pursue as well as helping the community establish priorities. Finally, a plan serves as a tool for accessing resources and for negotiating with other interests, such as government officials, developers and landowners.

A Land Use Vision Plan is:

+ A long-range vision: an expression of the community’s vision for the future over 20 years

+ A road map for future development
  • What types of land-use do we want in the community?
  • Where should different land-uses occur?
  • Where do we start?

+ A tool
  • For accessing resources
  • For negotiation (with the city, county, developers, landowners)
This land-use vision plan addresses the opportunities and challenges identified by the community in the Larimer Community Plan. Many of the challenges and constraints faced by Larimer, such as high vacancy, an older housing stock and a shrinking and aging population are problems faced by many communities across the Pittsburgh region and across the country. Pittsburgh, like many former industrial cities, has seen a dramatic decline in population since the 1950s. Larimer cannot overcome all of these problems on its own, but what Larimer can do is find new, innovative and sustainable ways of addressing those challenges, turning them into opportunities and consolidating assets.
### Challenges/Constraints identified in the Larimer Community Plan:

| + High vacancy  
  | (regional problem) |
| + Older housing stock  
  | (regional problem) |
| + Poor image:  
  | • History of crime |
| + Lack of “curb appeal” – many buildings, roads and sidewalks in poor repair |
| + Physical isolation and poor visibility  
  | (no one knows Larimer is there) |
| + Shrinking population  
  | (regional problem) |

### Assets/Opportunities identified in the Larimer Community Plan:

| + Proximity to East End development |
| + Flat, developable land |
| + Proximity to major transportation corridors and hubs |
| + Committed political partners  
  | (city, county, state) |
| + Vacancy is also an opportunity to rethink land use in the neighborhood |
The Study Area

The study area includes both the defined neighborhood of Larimer, as well as the section of East Liberty along Larimer Avenue between East Liberty Boulevard, Collins Avenue and Broad Street. This reflects the understanding—from the outset—by the community of the importance of Larimer Avenue as the principal connection to the center of East Liberty.

This definition of the study area reflects the acknowledgement of the historic connection of Larimer to the heart of East Liberty, which is defined by topography as much as anything else. The steep slopes along both sides of Negley Run and Washington Boulevard have always served to separate the heart of the Larimer neighborhood from Highland Park and Lincoln-Lemington and foster the historic connections to East Liberty. The historic prominence of Larimer Avenue as the primary connection to the East Liberty business district was increased by the urban renewal moves that severed most other connections between the two.

All of this—in combination with the surrounding redevelopment initiatives at the Kingsley Center, Fairfield apartments and Target—has served to place increased importance on the Larimer Avenue corridor. Unfortunately, this has become, as will be documented in this report, one of the areas of greatest vacancy, disinvestment and blight, particularly on the Larimer side of East Liberty Boulevard.

In order to develop a specific land-use vision for the Larimer Avenue corridor it was first necessary to understand the market-based opportunities within the area, as well as how Larimer Avenue’s revitalization will fit into a larger neighborhood context. Thus, there were two principal charges for this planning effort:

1. This Vision Plan has the overall goal of establishing a market-based land use vision for the entire study area of Larimer and East Liberty and,
2. To develop a more detailed land-use plan focused on the Larimer Avenue corridor between Broad Street and the Larimer Avenue Bridge.
3. The Land-Use Planning Process

This vision plan is a continuation of several planning efforts in both Larimer and East Liberty over the last 10 years that have reflected the dedication and efforts of many community activists. Specifically, these efforts have been guided by The Larimer Community Plan (1998) and A Vision for East Liberty (1999).

The Community Builders and Steven G. Hawkins/Architects completed the first professional, neighborhood-wide plan and study for Larimer in 1998 for East Liberty Concerned Citizens Corporation. It served for many years as the neighborhood’s official planning document. Addenda to the Larimer Community Plan followed, including “Building a Healthy Future For Larimer” (ELCCC, 2001); “The Larimer Community Plan Update- Community Analysis and Mapping” (ELCCC, with the assistance of East End Neighborhood Forum and consultant Tika Gurung, 2002); and the “Winslow Street Master Plan,” a plan for new housing adjacent to the Larimer School (prepared for ELCCC by Steven G. Hawkins/Architects, JAXON Development, and Karen Brean Associates, 2003). In 2005, the Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh designated Larimer as a “Blueprint Community,” enabling a community team to receive training and guidance in doing development projects.

The next update to the Larimer Community Plan began in the fall, 2007. Led by ELCCC, the 11-month process was supported by ELCCC, the Kingsley Association and State Senator Jim Ferlo, and it was facilitated by Jackson/Clark Partners. This work (completed in 2008) updated the “state of the neighborhood,” widened participation in the neighborhood planning process, restated and created a vision and goals, and established strategies for implementation, including the five Action Teams. During this work, the Larimer Consensus Group was formed as an entity representing the various neighborhood stakeholders, with the intention of its being the implementing group of Larimer’s rebirth.
The current Larimer/East Liberty planning process involved multiple approaches, including a public consultation process, an analysis of market conditions and analysis of the neighborhood’s physical condition.

**Consultation**

To construct the plan and to ensure its acceptance and implementation, broad involvement in the planning process was needed. The insight and input from Larimer residents, businesses, institutions, organizations, and other stakeholders proved vital to the development of the plan. Considerable effort was spent on seeking broad-based neighborhood involvement and keeping the participants informed of the planning process. This community engagement process built on the community planning process facilitated by Jackson/Clark Partners in 2007-2008.

**Larimer Consensus Group and Action Teams**

Prior to engaging the consultant team, the Larimer Consensus Group was convened and received organizational training from the Community Technical Assistance Center (CTAC). By the spring of 2009, the Larimer Consensus Group had developed the Request for Proposals for the Larimer Vision Plan, reviewed the proposals, and selected the consulting team. The Consensus Group continued to meet bimonthly throughout the planning process.

The 2008 Larimer Community Plan had resulted in the formation of five Larimer
community action teams: One Voice; Redd Up; Green Up; Celebrate; and Work and Wellness. At the outset of the Vision Plan process, it became apparent that the Green Up action team was especially active and involved. During the Vision process, the Strada team provided opportunities for the Larimer Consensus Group to invigorate and repopulate the other action teams.

**Larimer Action Teams:**

- **Redd-Up** – clean up & fix up
- **Green-Up** – greening & beautification
- **Work and Wellness** – healthy prosperous residents, families & community
- **One Voice** – unity, partnerships, clarity, awareness & communication
- **Celebrate** – pride in Larimer, community building events

**Interviews with Stakeholders and Experts**

Recognizing that considerable planning work had been undertaken prior to the launching of the Vision Plan, the Strada team reviewed existing planning documents to ensure that prior and on-going planning issues and initiatives would inform current thinking. The Strada team also reviewed the results of the interviews with neighborhood and other stakeholders conducted during the 2007-2008 community planning process. This analysis was presented to the Consensus Group for review and discussion. The Strada team rounded out the information by interviewing additional key stakeholders, including public agency representatives, realtors, developers, institutions, and business owners.

**Community Meetings**

Two community-wide meetings were convened during the planning process. Larimer residents, business owners, institutional representatives, and other stakeholders were invited to these facilitated discussions. The first community meeting was convened on October 22, 2009. Participants heard a presentation on an analysis of existing
conditions, a summary of the market analysis and a discussion of what it means to be a sustainable community.

The second meeting, the community design workshop, was convened on February 4, 2010. Participants heard a presentation of the Vision Plan and then broke up into small groups to discuss their reactions to the Vision Plan. While the adults participated in the community design workshop, a children’s town hall meeting was convened on site. Through drawing maps of their neighborhood, children were asked to explore their visions for Larimer. They were asked a series of questions to help them develop the maps, such as identifying their special and favorite places. They presented their maps and ideas to the adults at the end of the community design workshop.

Throughout the vision planning, the Strada team continued to provide opportunities to build the capacity of the Consensus Group and to encourage residents and stakeholders to work with the Consensus Group. The Strada team reviewed the community meeting agendas and presentations with the Consensus Group prior to the meetings. The Consensus Group convened the community meetings and took ownership of them, from introducing the evening’s events, to co-facilitating discussion groups and outlining the next steps for the community in implementing the Vision Plan.
Fig. 10
Participants map:
Although the majority of the participants in the public process came from the study area, the project attracted input from throughout the city.
4. Land-Use Vision

A. Physical Analysis

Land Use Analysis
The isolation of Larimer from other communities was identified in the Community Plan as a challenge. While it is true that the neighborhood is physically cut off from the north by Negley Run Boulevard and from the east by Washington Boulevard, Larimer also has opportunities for connections.

Larimer is largely flat, making it well suited for a variety of developments, including accessible housing, recreation and urban agriculture. The natural landform provides for great connectivity between Larimer and East Liberty, while the steep slopes to the north (Negley Run Boulevard) and east (Washington Boulevard) contribute to Larimer's isolation (see figures 13 & 14). Historically, the Larimer neighborhood had many more street connections to East Liberty, but the building of East Liberty Boulevard and Penn Circle severed many of those historic street connections, further contributing to the isolation of Larimer (see figure 12). This puts that much more importance on the redevelopment of Larimer Avenue and East Liberty Boulevard as the key connections to the growth center of East Liberty.

Larimer is also well situated with respect to public transit (see figure 15). The entire study area is within one mile of the East Liberty Busway Station. The neighborhood is also relatively well served by bus routes. Larimer’s connectivity to public transit allows it to pursue important urban sustainability strategies, such as walkable communities and transit oriented development. The proximity of Larimer to the Busway can attract households because of the ease of travel to downtown and other employment centers, thus helping to create a market for housing in the neighborhood (this is discussed in more detail in the market analysis section).

Because of Larimer’s physical location, it is unlikely that many people pass through the residential core of Larimer on the way to other destinations, which contributes to the neighborhood’s lack of visibility. In order to enhance the visibility of Larimer, the community needs to create a presence for Larimer in the city and region and enhance its visibility at key points, especially along East Liberty Boulevard, and create destinations within the neighborhood that will give people from outside Larimer a reason to visit and invest in Larimer (see figure 11).

The maps on the following pages highlight some of the existing physical characteristics of the neighborhood.
Fig. 11

Barriers and Connections
This diagram summarizes the analysis of the physical barriers and connections.
Fig. 12
Historic Connections
This map shows the current street grid of Larimer in black. In red are historic streets, based on maps from 1939, showing the historically greater connection between Larimer and East Liberty. One goal of the plan is to re-establish a more integrated street grid in key places.
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Fig. 13
Landscape Connections:
This map shows the elevation of Larimer relative to the adjacent neighborhoods. This analysis again underscores the natural landscape connectivity of Larimer with East Liberty and the landscape barriers to the north and east of the neighborhood (Negley Run Boulevard and Washington Boulevard). The base mapping is from Allegheny County GIS department (ACGD). The topography is also from Allegheny County GIS department. 5 foot contours converted to a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). Elevation values broken down into 9 separate classes/colors at 40 foot intervals.
Fig. 14

Flatness:
The community process also identified the study area’s abundance of flat land as a community asset. This map emphasizes the availability of flat land in Larimer suitable for many types of development, including housing, recreation (especially playing fields) and urban agriculture. It also emphasizes the natural connection of Larimer to the south and west and steep slopes that form barriers to the north and east. The base mapping and parks are from ACGD. The slopes were created from the topography layer from ACGD. The slope values were classified by 5 range values.
Fig 15
Transit:
Larimer is well situated with respect to public transit. The entire study area is within one mile of the East Liberty Bus station. The neighborhood is also relatively well served by local bus routes. Larimer’s connectivity to public transit allows it to pursue important urban sustainability strategies, such as walkable communities and transit oriented development. The proximity of Larimer to the Busway can attract households because of the ease of travel to downtown and other employment centers, thus helping to create a market for housing in the neighborhood. The base mapping and parks are from ACGD. The PAT Bus routes and stops are created by Port Authority of Pittsburgh and obtained via SPC. The bike and trails were obtained from SPC.
Housing Stock, Vacancy and Ownership

The study area and particularly the Larimer neighborhood are dominated by single family homes (see figure 16), although the market analysis indicates that only 40% of occupied housing units in Larimer are owner occupied. Larimer is also characterized by a large level of public ownership of land (see figure 17). In some cases this is land owned by government agencies, such as the Housing Authority, the Port Authority, and the Postal Service, but in many cases it is land owned by the city or the Urban Redevelopment Authority as a consequence of vacancy. There are also a significant number of tax delinquent properties, which could come into public ownership.

The neighborhood also has many structures in deteriorating condition (see figure 19). In some cases these deteriorating properties may be vacant (see figure 18). Vacancy and deteriorating building condition were two areas raised by the community as concerns. The Larimer Community Plan also identified vacancy as a potential opportunity to rethink land uses within the neighborhood. The project team mapped building condition (see figure 19), and vacant parcels and structures (see figure 18). This data was combined into a map of total development opportunity (see figure 20). The total development opportunity map indicated the scale and location of property potential for redevelopment. This map also indicated that Larimer needs to find large scale land uses. Given the quantity of unoccupied land, this analysis indicates that the area needed for residential use is smaller than in the past and is likely to remain so for some time to come.
Fig. 16

Building Types:

This map is an analysis of building types in the study area as a first step to understanding the structure and spatial location of home ownership. The study area is dominated by single family homes, although the market analysis indicates that only about 40% of occupied housing units in Larimer are owner-occupied. Parcels shown in blue are categorized as Single Family, Two Family, Three Family, Four Family, Rowhouse, and Townhouse in the Allegheny County GIS data. The areas shown in red are categorized in the Allegheny County GIS data as: Apart 5-19 units, Apart 20-30 units, Apart 40+ units, Comn Aptrm Condos 5-19, Hud Proj #202, Hud Proj #220, Hud Proj #236, Independent Living Seniors, and Owned by Metro Housing Authority. Grey structures are commercial or institutional uses.
Fig. 17
Public vs. Private Ownership:
This map shows that a large number of parcels within Larimer are already in public ownership. Public ownership is comprised of property owned by City of Pittsburgh, County of Allegheny, Housing and Urban Development, Port Authority of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh Parking Authority, School Districts of Pittsburgh, United States of America, University of Pittsburgh, and Urban Redevelopment Authority. All other records were identified as Private. The base mapping is from ACGD. The parcels displaying public/private are also from ACGD as of August 2009.
Fig 18:
Vacancy:
This map identifies and locates vacancy. Vacant land (black) is based on categorization of the land as vacant, i.e. no structure, in the county GIS data base. In addition this map shows property with buildings that have been condemned, are under foreclosure and for which there is no water service, which we are assuming means the structure is unoccupied. Publicly owned land, which is vacant, does not show on this map. Vacant land was determined by the ACGD data for the following records: Condemned, Vacant Land, Vacant Industrial Land, and Foreclosure. The no water service layer is from Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA). The foreclosure layer is from ACGD. The base mapping is from ACGD. The parcels displaying condemned and vacant are also from ACGD as of August 2009.
Fig. 19
2008 Building Condition:
The Larimer Community Plan also identified decaying housing stock as a challenge for the community. This map analyzes the location of these properties. It is based on a field survey that was done by CTAC in 2008 that identified property that was in particularly poor condition or in excellent condition. The base mapping is from ACGD.
Fig. 20
Total Development Opportunity
This map is a composite of land that is vacant (no structure, based on the County GIS data and aerial photography), contains property that is condemned or is not receiving water service (and therefore presumed to be vacant, from vacancy map, fig. 18), and buildings identified as in particularly poor condition (from the building condition map, fig. 19.). Data is as of August 2009.
Seeds of Growth

Larimer has many existing institutions and businesses that may potentially serve as attractors to the neighborhood and seeds around which revitalization can start. In addition, Larimer is adjacent to much of the new East End redevelopment (Target, Bakery Square). Larimer can take advantage of these initiatives to increase visibility, to create a new identity, and to attract new visitors and residents to the neighborhood. This new development has the potential to bring new jobs to the neighborhood. The Hamilton Avenue corridor has become a center of creative and craft related businesses. The relatively intact industrial stock means it is ideally suited for both craft related business and green light industrial development. The proximity to the busway means there is easy access from Larimer to key regional employment centers such as Downtown and Oakland. Building on existing community institutions and businesses promotes redevelopment activities with direct benefits to residents.
Fig. 21
Seeds of Growth

1. Peabody High School
2. Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
3. Dilworth Elementary
4. Eastminster Presbyterian
5. Rodman Street Baptist Church
6. Larimer Green Park
7. Larimer Play Ground
8. East Liberty Bus Station
9. Target
10. Missionary Church of God in Christ
11. Fairfield Apartments
12. Pentecostal Temple Church
13. New Jerusalem Holiness Church
14. Christian Fellowship Agape Church
15. Larimer Community Green
16. Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
17. Holy Cross Science Temple
18. Post Office
19. Kingsley Center
20. Mt. Ararat Baptist Church
21. FM Jerome Thompson Community Center
22. Greater Bethlehem Temple Church Christian Academy
23. Masjid Al Mu Min Mosque
24. Frogs Club
25. Schenley/Obama High School
26. Bakery Square
27. Lincoln Elementary
28. Lincoln Avenue Church of God
29. Good Hope Baptist Church
30. Coston Funeral Home
31. Cornell Abraxas School
32. 6th Mt. Zion Baptist Church
33. St. James AME Church
34. Forbes Road Nursing Rehabilitation Center
35. Carnegie Mellon University
36. Chatham University
37. Hamilton Avenue Corridor
38. Harriet Tubman Terrace Senior Housing
39. LA Grocery Store
40. Henry Grasso's Market
B. Market Analysis Summary

A market analysis by Real Estate Strategies, Inc. identified potential land uses. A full market analysis is attached as an appendix to this report. Below is a summary of conclusions and recommendations.

**Residential Development**

New housing development can tap demand from households living in the following postal zip codes:

- 15201, Lawrenceville/Stanton Heights;
- 15206, East Liberty/Larimer/Highland Park;
- 15208, Homewood/Point Breeze;
- 15213, Oakland; and
- 15224, Bloomfield/Garfield.

There is evidence of market support for the following types of housing over a time frame of five to ten years:

- **New for-sale housing**: 50 to 60 single-family, for-sale homes with “green” features, creating a new neighborhood identified as green. New development could include up to 10 carriage homes for seniors constructed to Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards and having first-floor master bedrooms. These homes would be an alternative for older homeowners now living in Larimer, as well as a relocation resource for seniors wanting to remain in the neighborhood. Development of for-sale townhouses around a park or greenway might be tested after initial phases of sales housing have been developed. Infill housing on scattered sites should not be pursued until there are very clear signs that Larimer has become a stable neighborhood.

- **Mixed-Income Rental Housing**: One or more new mixed-income rental projects with about 400 units will offer new housing opportunities for low-income residents of Larimer while also broadening the appeal of the neighborhood to households with higher incomes. These new units should be developed in phases during a time frame of five to seven years. Some of the units should replace the existing 129-unit East Liberty Gardens project in one or more new mixed-income properties. Redevelopment of the existing Hamilton-Larimer public housing units at a more appropriate location in Larimer is also recommended. Because they are a stakeholder in Larimer and can help assist extremely low-income households, involvement by the Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh in mixed-income rental development is recommended.
Residential Phasing: A phasing plan should give priority to the development of new residential units that can be occupied by residents now living in the neighborhood. With the large amount of vacant land that is available, it should be possible to offer replacement housing units for owner-occupants and renters. Since many households in the neighborhood have very low incomes, the challenge will be to ensure that new housing is affordable to households wanting to remain in the new neighborhood.

Commercial Development Potential:

A greenhouse/garden center might be developed to support Larimer’s new positioning as a green neighborhood. A community-oriented urban farm market could market products raised in the neighborhood; there would be synergies between a farm market and a greenhouse/garden center.

Development of Industrial/Flex Space:

Areas along Hamilton Avenue, Frankstown Avenue, and Washington Boulevard are good locations for manufacturing, distribution, service, and craft-related businesses. Improved lighting and streetscape enhancements would improve their competitiveness and marketability. Frankstown Avenue in Larimer can be redeveloped and repositioned as a location for new industrial/flex/showroom space to accommodate small businesses including green businesses, start-ups from nearby universities, and artists. This area can be Larimer’s business gateway for green industries; facilities can complement those proposed in the Hill District by Pittsburgh Green Innovators, Inc.

Open Space and Green Initiatives:

There is unmet demand for additional active recreation facilities in Pittsburgh including playing fields for baseball, softball, football, and soccer. Other facilities for active youth and adult sports are also needed; existing facilities are fully used and even over-used.

Establishing an identity for Larimer as a green neighborhood should enhance its redevelopment potential. Green initiatives to help “jump-start” neighborhood revitalization can include:

- Developing new structures to green standards;
- Preserving and expanding green spaces in the neighborhood;
- Positioning new housing around green spaces to add “eyes on the space;”
- Creating open spaces as centers for community gathering; and
- Establishing an Urban Garden District in the neighborhood to specify and control permitted uses.
Fig. 22
Concept Diagram
C. Plan Development Implications & Strategies

The preceding analysis indicates that to stabilize and reverse the loss of population and households, the neighborhood must change. The analysis also suggests key strategies to ensure that Larimer can successfully revitalize, addressing in an innovative way the regional challenges of vacancy and a declining and aging population and planning strategically for a smaller neighborhood. Larimer needs a flexible plan that allows the community to be nimble in responding to market and development opportunities and one that allows Larimer to regrow successfully and strategically.

Larimer must establish a new identity and reputation in the city and the region. This will enable Larimer to attract newer residents, including those with higher incomes, while retaining existing residents. To both attract new residents and retain existing residents, Larimer needs to become a safe, secure and vibrant neighborhood. Larimer’s abundant vacant land is a challenge, because it contributes to the image of Larimer as neglected and unsafe—a perception that must change for Larimer to successfully revitalize. However, that same vacant land provides an opportunity for Larimer to pursue large-scale land uses that radically change the character of the neighborhood.

Strategies:

1. **Bring the neighborhood closer together: create a more concentrated, vibrant residential core**
   Larimer needs to address the negative aspects of vacancy—the “missing tooth” look of the neighborhood with vacant lots and abandoned buildings. To plan strategically and successfully, Larimer needs to concentrate existing residents and target new housing developments in a smaller residential core that will bring residents closer together and create a more vibrant, active neighborhood. This concentrated residential cluster should focus around existing community institutions and assets and around existing intact housing. A number of neighborhood institutions, such as the East Liberty Concerned Citizens Corporation and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, already have plans for doing precisely this. These and other community based institutions should be incorporated into the neighborhood plan. Dilapidated and unsafe structures should be cleared through deconstruction and sound structures stabilized and rehabilitated. Vacant lots within the residential core should either be used for new housing, deeded as side yards to adjoining homeowners, or reclaimed as open space for community use. Creating a “critical mass” of housing and increasing curb appeal in the core of the neighborhood in conjunction with new destinations will contribute to creating a new identity for the neighborhood.
2. **Establish a new identity as a state-of-the-art green community.**

   To achieve the goal of establishing Larimer as a state-of-the-art green community, Larimer should take steps to set itself apart as innovative and green. A menu of sustainability strategies is discussed in more detail in Section 6. The neighborhood should strongly encourage all new construction in the area to be green buildings. The neighborhood should explore the use of the LEED ND neighborhood development certification program as a way to foster comprehensively planned sustainable development, and set Larimer apart from other city neighborhoods. New infrastructure should be green infrastructure. An emphasis should be placed on green, innovative practices and projects, such as the Kingsley Center’s Imagine Larimer and the urban garden/farm on Larimer Avenue.
3. **Create connections and increase visibility**

Larimer’s natural physical and historical connection is to East Liberty. Given the scale of re-development currently occurring in East Liberty, it makes sense for Larimer to enhance its connections to East Liberty. East Liberty Boulevard has historically contributed to Larimer’s isolation. However, with increasing developments in East Liberty and at Bakery Square, traffic on East Liberty Boulevard is likely to increase. As Larimer’s most accessible and most visible boundary, it is important to create gateways at key points along East Liberty Boulevard and to enhance the Larimer Avenue connection (see figure 11). Creating more street connections for vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic between Larimer and East Liberty, particularly in the East Liberty Gardens and Enright Court Areas, is also important in creating greater connectivity for Larimer.

4. **Retain existing residents: “a house for a house”**

To successfully revitalize, Larimer must retain its existing residents. The principle established over the course of the planning process was “a house for a house.” No one should be forced to leave their homes and those who chose to leave a home—but stay in the neighborhood—should receive a house in return. This can be accomplished in several ways. First, the phasing of redevelopment should provide for enough new housing to be constructed so that people only move once. Many of Larimer’s residents are older, and new, possibly single-story construction (patio or carriage homes) may be more convenient and marketable and allow older residents to stay independent and in their own homes longer. Mechanisms like life estates can also be used to transfer property to public uses after residents pass on, if they elect that option.

5. **Create destinations that change the reputation of Larimer**

Larimer needs to find large scale land uses for its vacant land. Opportunities exist for active recreation, urban farming and park uses. The market analysis report suggests an active recreation complex, including rectangular fields, and a fieldhouse or other indoor facilities will create a city-wide and regional destination that could be self-sustaining. Likewise, some of Pittsburgh’s most successful neighborhoods—Squirrel Hill, Point Breeze, Regent Square, Highland Park—have developed adjacent to the city’s parks. A park will enhance the visibility and reputation of Larimer and enhance the property values on its edges, creating a destination within the neighborhood that will bring people from the region into the new Larimer and one that will help foster a new green regional identity.
5. The Land-Use Vision Plan: 
A Framework for Community Development

Perhaps the single biggest challenge facing Larimer is the large amount of vacant land and structures. Historically a thriving and bustling neighborhood, it has been depopulated to the point that there are now few residents, and even fewer businesses along Larimer Avenue. But this plan is predicated on the notion that this liability can be turned to an opportunity to reconstitute a smaller, but stronger residential neighborhood core. To achieve this, the plan uses the following principles:

- Identify large-scale land uses for vacant land
- Focus on a stronger, smaller core
- Identify key connections and local nodes for development

A. Neighborhood wide land-use strategy

The goal of the land-use strategy is to establish Larimer as a state-of-the-art green community to revitalize the neighborhood. A major component of this plan is to transition the parcels northwest of Larimer Avenue to park land that would form the new Larimer Park, and connect to Highland Park and the rest of Pittsburgh’s park system. This new park would include a complex of rectangular fields and a field house, as well as passive recreation, urban woodlands and passive stormwater management. This would create an amenity for Larimer residents as well as a year-round destination for the city and region. The region needs rectangular fields and Larimer is one of the few places where a large amount of flat land is available for development in a central location.

The park would also continue along the slope above Washington Boulevard between Larimer Avenue and Lincoln Avenue. This edge of the neighborhood also has a high level of vacancy and could be incorporated into the park. The flatter areas could also be used for urban farms and community gardens.

Although the proposed park is one of the areas of greatest vacancy, creating the park may require the phased and patient relocation of some residents. This need not be accomplished all at once, but the goal would be to reconcentrate the residential core of the neighborhood between Larimer Avenue and Lincoln Avenue and Broad Street. The purpose here is to concentrate the neighborhood into a smaller residential core and reduce the rate of vacancy. Within the new residential core, vacant lots should either be developed as new housing, disposed to adjacent homeowners who are willing to maintain them, or dedicated to community green space or green infrastructure.
The Study Area has numerous impressive historic structures, such as the former Catholic churches on Larimer and Meadow and the old Larimer School. Many of these structures are in disrepair and in some cases dangerous or near collapse; rehabilitation will be costly and complex. Where creative reuse of historic structures is feasible it should be pursued right away, but where it is not, they should be taken down and the building materials and contents reused and recycled (deconstructed). The community needs to be strategic about what to save and what to deconstruct.

The Hamilton and Frankstown Avenue light industrial corridor currently serve a range of light manufacturing, distribution, service and craft-related businesses, providing jobs and economic activity to Larimer. The goal is for light industrial development to continue to occur in this area and over the long term to move light industrial uses incompatible with the plan in other parts of the neighborhood into this area. The existing building stock in this area is generally good. The potential of this area to contribute to the economic growth of Larimer can be enhanced by capitalizing on the existing craft activities that are already happening along Hamilton Avenue as well as targeting this area for development of new green jobs. This area is also a possible location for a business incubation facility, as identified in the market analysis.
1. **Expand and Connect to Highland Park.** Create a complex with rectangular fields and a field house for an active, year-round destination. Rectangular fields are in short supply in the region and will draw people to Larimer.

2. **East Liberty Boulevard as green boulevard—connecting the new Larimer Park and Mellon Park** with green infrastructure, bike and pedestrian amenities.

3. **East Liberty Boulevard and Negley Run Boulevard** will be a key gateway to Larimer Park and the new Larimer.

4. **The new Environment and Energy Community Outreach Center on East Liberty Boulevard** is a new development likely to be a destination in Larimer and should be highlighted as a key gateway. This will also be gateway to the new Larimer Park.

5. **Create Park Edge** with new housing fronting the newly created Park.

6. **Create opportunities for development and neighborhood connection with a new land-use plan** for East Liberty Gardens, the ball field, Enright Court, and St. Peter and Paul Church.

7. **Kingsley Center** on East Liberty Boulevard should be highlighted as a key gateway and face of the neighborhood.

8. **East Liberty Boulevard and Penn Avenue** is a key location for a Larimer gateway, especially green its proximity to the new Bakery Square Development.

9. **Stormwater collection and treatment** is both a green sustainability strategy and a park amenity utilizing natural terrains and drainage systems and reducing sewer demand.

10. **Field house: a year-round regional destination.** An alternative to a single field house is to have several smaller facilities dispersed throughout the park. A feasibility study for the park and available financing opportunities will drive the preferred alternative.

11. **Urban Farm: provides opportunities for urban agriculture, associated with new green space.**

12. **Provide smaller, more concentrated residential clusters to strengthen the neighborhood.** A number of community organizations have plans for new development within the residential core which can form the basis of these clusters.

13. **The eastern extents of the park are flexible.** The border may change depending on vacancy and needs for development.

14. **Checkerboard Green—Activities within the residential core should focus on the clearance of dilapidated structures, the rehabilitation of sound structures, the disposition of vacant lots and side yards to adjoining homeowners and the reclamation of open spaces for community gardens, green infrastructure and farming.**

15. **The Forbes Health Facility at the corner of Frankstown Avenue and Washington Boulevard presents a long range opportunity.**

16. **The area bounded by Frankstown, Lincoln, Mayflower and Paulson is a mix of retail, light industrial and residential. Opportunity for neighborhood scale retail such as ALDI or others, focused on Frankstown.**

17. **The Hamilton Avenue Corridor serves a range of manufacturing, distribution, service and craft related businesses, providing site and economic activity in Larimer. Enhance as a center for green jobs/light industrial development. Adaptive reuse of existing buildings.**

18. **The Housing Authority owns part of the property designated as green space by this plan. The Housing Authority has plans for building and managing new housing in the Larimer Avenue corridor that must be addressed before they agree to their current site being green space. Sites for this housing, both scattered and assembled at larger scale need to be identified.**
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B. Larimer Avenue corridor land use plan

Larimer Avenue will be defined in the future by the establishment of Larimer Park with a recreational field complex on the north side and a strong residential edge on the south side. This residential edge should include the acquisition and redevelopment of East Liberty Gardens, and the creation of new residential development on the site of the current East Liberty Park ball field adjacent to East Liberty Gardens and Enright Court. The parcels that include Omega Place, which had formerly been slated as Phase 3 of Fairfield, should be incorporated into the park expansion because of the difficulties—including contaminated soils and high development costs—in developing the site as housing. The current community garden on Larimer Avenue between Mayflower and Carver streets should become a new Village Green that will include the garden, new housing and market activities surrounded by new and rehabilitated infill housing and perhaps some small neighborhood-scaled retail such as a coffeeshop. This area has already begun to serve as the new civic core of the neighborhood and this role should be strengthened in the plan.

The new Larimer Park should include the establishment of a recreation complex for organized sports, including a field house. A field house will create a year-round destination for people throughout the region, enhancing the visibility of Larimer. One possibility is to re-purpose the current Mike’s Autobody as a field house in the future. The plan shows the field house as a single structure, however an alternative is to have several smaller facilities dispersed throughout the park. A feasibility study for the park (see section 7) and available financing opportunities will drive the preferred alternatives.
Fig. 24
Rendering of the proposed new Village Green including new rental and for-sale housing, public space, and a farmers market.

Fig. 25
Rendering of proposed new housing along Larimer Avenue across from the new Larimer Park and the existing Fairfield housing.
6. The Sustainable Kit of Parts

A. Urban Sustainability Strategies

In addition to providing ecological benefits and distinguishing Larimer within the region, urban sustainability strategies can also contribute to the economic revitalization of Larimer. Research done at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania on the impacts of vacancy and green strategies on property values in Philadelphia indicates that stabilizing a vacant lot (mowing, trash removal, etc.) led to an average increase of 17% in the value of adjacent homes. Improvements in streetscapes led to a 28% positive impact on adjacent property values.

Larimer has the opportunity to incorporate many of these sustainability strategies into the fabric of the neighborhood as redevelopment occurs. Steps to implement some of these strategies, such as stabilizing and greening of vacant lots and creating the community garden, are already being taken by the Larimer Green Team and others, and this work should continue and expand. Other strategies, such as creation of new park land, urban farming, green infrastructure, streetscape improvements, and incorporation of green building practices should be implemented as the redevelopment process moves forward. Sustainability strategies will help to create a new character and identity for the neighborhood.

Green development practices will also be important economic development tools that can contribute to attracting new grants, investment and residents to the neighborhood, and creating employment and job training opportunities. More and more, public and private funding opportunities are dependent on the incorporation of green practices into the development approach and new initiatives—such as the joint HUD/DOT/EPA Interagency Partnership for Sustainable Communities—are targeting funding around projects that advance this agenda.
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### Implementing Urban Sustainability Strategies in the Neighborhood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Street</th>
<th>Lot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Efficiency/Independence</strong></td>
<td>Wind power</td>
<td></td>
<td>Green Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar Cells</td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy efficient houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td></td>
<td>LEED certified houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biofuels</td>
<td></td>
<td>Net zero houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EEFO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food Security</strong></td>
<td>Community Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sidelot/home gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban Farm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schoolyard Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green Jobs</strong></td>
<td>“Our own Construction Junction”</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deconstruction/salvaging of building materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business Incubator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imagine Larimer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy/Biofuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weatherization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthy Communities</strong></td>
<td>Recreation facilities</td>
<td>Streetscape improvements</td>
<td>Pocket park (basketball, playgrounds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walkable Communities</strong></td>
<td>Enhanced pedestrian connections to key transit hubs:</td>
<td>Streetscape and lighting improvements</td>
<td>ADA accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bus way</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Penn Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• East Liberty Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhanced pedestrian connection to neighborhood services, East End retail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Greenways</td>
<td>Green streets</td>
<td>Rain gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>Rain gardens</td>
<td>Rain barrels/down spout disconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecting to existing Parks</td>
<td>Boulevards</td>
<td>Rain water recycling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. LEED for Neighborhood Development

The LEED-ND certification program is one that Larimer might wish to consider as it moves forward with implementing its state-of-the-art green community. LEED-ND is a green building rating system that encourages communities to develop according to Smart Growth and urban sustainability principles, which include:

+ take advantage of existing transportation linkages, avoid sprawl and preserve sensitive lands
+ establish a neighborhood design that is equitable, walkable, healthy and mixed use
+ design and construct buildings and infrastructure that reduce energy and water use and promote a more sustainable use of materials

The certification program is a complex and sophisticated system that evaluates all of the aspects of a neighborhood development against a set of defined criteria in a point-based ranking system. Even if projects are not carried all the way through the certification process, the LEED-ND system will be an important guide that sets out clear parameters for the neighborhood’s development. *(LEED-ND checklist is attached as an appendix to the report)*
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C. Checkerboard Green & The Neighborhood Core

Checkerboard Green is a term developed during the community planning process to describe the strategy of utilizing the extensive land and building vacancy within the core of the Larimer neighborhood as a long-term asset, rather than the liability it currently is. A variety of small-scale strategies can be implemented to green these vacant lots—in a checkerboard pattern—and convert them to constructive uses as part of a long-term strategy of land banking them for future redevelopment. These strategies include:

- **Sidelo lot acquisition**: this would encourage the transfer of publicly owned vacant parcels to the adjacent owners for no charge as long as they agree to maintain and utilize them.
- **Green infrastructure**: conversion of some small, strategically located lots into rain gardens and infiltration areas for storm water management.
- **Small community gardens** such as the current one at Larimer and Mayflower.
- **Urban farming plots**
- **Playgrounds and community open space**
- **Low-maintenance ornamental gardens and greenways**
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D. New Buildings – Green Accessibility

Because of Larimer’s abundant flat vacant land, there is an opportunity to build new houses, which meet higher standards of energy efficiency, environmental performance (such as LEED certified buildings, and net-zero buildings, which produce as much energy as they consume), and accessibility and visitability for the physically disabled.

There are many recent models of new green houses that have been designed and built as affordable housing that follow the model of one, or one-and-a-half level living, a model described as the “patio” or “carriage” home. Utilizing Larimer’s abundant and level building sites for these types of new single-family or two-family houses is an important development strategy that can be affordable and accessible, and serve the aging segment of the existing population as well.
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E. Park Edge Development

A key concept of the Larimer Vision Plan is the notion of re-concentrating the neighborhood around a new park amenity for both the surrounding neighborhood and the City of Pittsburgh. An important part of this redevelopment opportunity lies in capitalizing on the real estate advantages of proximity to parks and open space and the increased values that result. There are many local and national examples of the long-term economic value that accrues to property along the edges of successful and well-maintained parks. For these reasons, the plan recommends a focus on these edges of the new Larimer Park for the new housing initiatives, which will provide important visibility and place-making opportunities for the new developments. An important implementation piece for the plan will be feasibility studies and site-specific master planning for these new development sites. Useful resources in planning these park-related development opportunities exist at the Trust for Public Land and the Urban Land Institute. A joint planning workshop with these two entities may be a useful first step in implementing this piece of the plan.
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F. Urban Farming & Community Wellness

The design of communities can contribute to the health and wellness of the community and its residents. A neighborhood that includes recreation opportunities for residents in the form of parks and community centers contributes to residents’ well being. Utilizing vacant land and open space to produce food through urban farms, individual garden plots, and community gardens will also contribute to the productivity, economy and wellness of the neighborhood. Many distressed urban neighborhoods have used urban farming as a redevelopment tool that can provide healthy food at the same time that it creates economic and job opportunities and community empowerment. The community garden at the corner of Larimer and Mayflower, sponsored by the Larimer Green Team and Grow Pittsburgh is an important early step in the development.

Again, one of Larimer’s key opportunities is the abundance of level land that could be readily converted to this use. In addition, the neighborhood is ideally located very close to many desirable markets for these agricultural products, including the burgeoning East End restaurant scene that is increasingly focused on the use of local foods. Numerous local and national groups are focused on developing this revived form of urbanism, including Grow Pittsburgh, GTECH, Slow Food Pittsburgh and many of the organizations cited below.
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G. Green Infrastructure

Green infrastructure is a set of strategies for bringing greater ecological function into urban environments and rethinking the existing infrastructure of cities in new, more sustainable ways. It can be in the form of simple urban forestry initiatives that reduce urban heat island effect, provide for sustainable storm water management, and provide an amenity for the neighborhood, such as street trees and preservation and management of woodlands. Green infrastructure can also include parks for active and passive recreation, which can contribute to increased property values.

More intensively, it involves redesigning urban infrastructure—particularly stormwater and drainage systems—to more closely resemble natural drainage patterns that encourage groundwater infiltration, evapotranspiration and water quality improvement through filtration. Many different techniques have been developed for creating artificial wetlands, rain gardens, and other interventions into the conventional, street/gutter/drain/pipe system of urban stormwater management. Many of the references below describe these techniques in great detail.

An additional strategy for Larimer is to tie the implementation of these new systems with the strategic removal of streets and other infrastructure in favor of more natural and softer green solutions as the neighborhood is redeveloped. This has the potential long-term benefit of reducing hard infrastructure maintenance requirements such as street repaving. Figure 32 shows how green infrastructure could be incorporated into the Larimer Plan. Figure 33 shows the historic drainages of Larimer, that can form the basis for a Larimer green infrastructure plan.
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Fig. 32
Green Infrastructure Plan
Fig. 33
Historic Drainage
This map shows the historic waterways in the Larimer neighborhood. These are no longer present as surface water ways, but suggest where historic drainages could be recreated as part of a green infrastructure system.
H. Deconstruction & Decommissioning

Larimer should also view its vacant buildings as natural resources to be harvested and reused through a process called deconstruction. Deconstruction is the process of dis-assembling buildings so that their materials can be repurposed or recycled. While sometimes more expensive than demolition, deconstruction is a more sustainable process, allowing valuable materials to be reused rather than sent to a landfill. It also creates green jobs, including skilled jobs in hazardous materials handling and construction techniques, while actively supporting the reuse of neighborhood resources in the rebuilding of the neighborhood.
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7. Implementation

A. Leadership

The Larimer Consensus Group has made great strides in moving the community forward. With the completion of this market-based land use plan, the LCG is poised to shift its emphasis from planning to implementation.

Implementation will require patience, persistence, political support, public financial assistance, and most importantly an energized implementation organization focused on Larimer. The LCG, working with local elected leadership, must identify an effective organizational structure for implementation—including a continuing role for the LCG—and make it operational. This activity is absolutely primary and should be an immediate priority.

Additionally, the LCG should establish and nurture strategic partnerships to contribute to the revitalization effort. Chatham University is a presence in the community and can offer landscape and horticultural advice. The Green Building Alliance offers expertise in environmentally and energy sound construction. These organizations as well as other businesses in the community can make significant contributions to the effort.

Throughout this process of neighborhood-building, the LCG and the implementing organization should work closely with the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh and the City to identify and seek funding for infrastructure and park improvements and to coordinate those improvements with development efforts.

B. Priorities & Development Phasing

The general development strategy is to develop the new housing edge and Larimer Park in tandem, since the two elements are so interrelated. Beginning at the west end of Larimer Avenue, at Broad Street is logical since this would build on the significant investments that have already been made in this area, as well as address some of the issues related to East Liberty Gardens and Enright Court. The following are specific implementation tasks that should be part of a coordinated redevelopment strategy:

- Expedite the completion and opening of the Energy and Environment Community Outreach Center; this will serve as a gateway into this section of Larimer Avenue and establish the identity of a green community. Creating a park and neighborhood gateway at East Liberty Boulevard and Larimer Avenue
should also be the beginning of turning East Liberty Boulevard into a true green street and the start of the rectangular field complex.

+ Advance the continued development of the Fairfield project but incorporate it into the new park strategy defined in this plan. This initiative must include development of a plan and timetable for the acquisition and redevelopment of East Liberty Gardens, the redevelopment of the East Liberty Park ballfield, and the integration of Enright Court into the neighborhood street system. Achieving the proper income mix in this new neighborhood is very critical. To that end, it may be necessary to identify additional mixed income residential development sites in other areas of East Liberty to accommodate many of the families and individuals currently living in East Liberty Gardens so as to avoid “temporary relocation” of these residents.

+ The introduction of new for-sale residential product along Larimer Avenue east of the East Liberty Boulevard intersection is an important component of stabilizing Larimer, but success will depend upon the creation of a new sector of eco-friendly urban housing of various types (patio homes, family homes, lofts) with its own character and amenities to attract buyers. This effort should be centered around the Village Green identified in the plan. Market studies suggest that up to 60 new units could comprise this part of the neighborhood, which is best located and organized along the southern side of Larimer Avenue, across from the park. Developer interest for the new homeowners community should be solicited and in the meantime property acquisitions to assemble park and new development sites east of East Liberty Boulevard should be initiated.

+ Activities within the historic residential core should focus on the clearance of dilapidated structures, the rehabilitation of sound structures, the disposition of vacant lots and side yards to adjoining homeowners and the reclamation of open spaces for community gardens and farming. Experience in other neighborhoods suggests that to be successfully marketed, new residential construction needs to be part of a “planned community” with an image and amenities; for this reason, new infill residential construction in the core should not be a significant part of the initial redevelopment strategy.

+ The Larimer Green Team should continue its progress in reclaiming land for gardens and should form strategic partnerships with local agricultural leadership and farmers to establish farming operations and related job production in the community, including the marketing of the locally grown produce to both residents and commercial operations such as restaurants.
The establishment of a recreation complex for organized sports in Larimer Park will serve to support the Larimer community in a number of ways. First, it will satisfy a regional market demand for ball fields, which will draw people into the neighborhood. These visitors may eventually constitute a market for food and other commercial needs along Larimer Avenue. Secondly, it will provide park amenities to residents of Larimer and East Liberty and serve to anchor the construction of a new urban community of homeowners. As property acquisition is advanced to create larger opportunity areas, a feasibility study of the recreation complex should be undertaken to better understand the market demand and economics of such a facility (see follow-up studies section).

The Hamilton Avenue Corridor serves a range of manufacturing, distribution, service and craft related businesses, providing jobs and economic activity in Larimer. The strength and business vitality of this area should be nurtured by the strategic acquisition of vacant or underutilized properties to allow for the expansion of existing businesses or to attract new businesses. These key acquisitions should include the Frankstown Avenue corridor for light industrial and flex space development as well. Use of local and state Economic Development Financing programs will also be key to the strengthening of this business zone.
The intersection of Frankstown and Lincoln is good for the preservation and addition of small-scale neighborhood serving retail on the Frankstown and Lincoln Avenue frontages. Efforts should be made to relocate the industrial and commercial (non-retail) uses in this area to the Hamilton Avenue corridor. As part of such a reorganization of land uses, Paulson Avenue should be reclaimed as a residential street and a pedestrian/residential character established in the connection to Frankstown Avenue and the Kingsley Center.

The Forbes Health Facility at the corner of Frankstown Avenue and Washington Boulevard presents a long-range opportunity for the improvement of Larimer. Recognizing the magnitude and visibility of this property, its use and condition should be monitored over time and actions taken at the appropriate time to ensure any reuse of the property will contribute to the strength and vitality of Larimer.

C. Housing Authority Property

As a major landowner in the Larimer Avenue study area, The Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh is clearly a major stakeholder in this planning process. Their large landholdings, expertise, and resources will be an important part of enabling Larimer's development.

The Housing Authority owns a large assemblage of land within the Larimer Avenue corridor, located at the northwest corner of the East Liberty Boulevard/Larimer Avenue intersection. Previously, this location was the site of Auburn Towers, a large 275 unit senior-housing property which was demolished in 2008. Today, that site is cleared. At the western end of Auburn Street, 28 HACP-owned units remain with their backs to the Negley Run ravine (See figure 34). Two of these properties were recently converted to accessible units, and one additional unit is used as space for an after school program. These properties, while older and in various states of decay, do provide a rare amenity in the East End—publicly subsidized 3, 4, and 5 bedroom units for large families.

The Housing Authority property sits within a possible green zone in the corridor, due to its adjacency to the Negley Run ravine and its position across East Liberty Boulevard from the Omega Place properties and former watercourse of Negley Run. (The Omega Place assemblage of land, south of East Liberty Boulevard, is contaminated with various heavy metals, making for-sale residential development there nearly impossible without expensive and total remediation of the soil.) The Housing Authority property is also adjacent to the most vacant blocks within Larimer, where in some cases the vacancy rate is more than 80%. If a new green
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Potential Residential Development Sites
Plan identifying parcels available for potential new residential development consistent with the vision plan.

A. Redevelopment of East Liberty Gardens
B. East Liberty Park ballfield, currently owned by the City of Pittsburgh
C. Former St. Peter & Paul Church
D. Adjacent to the Larimer Avenue community garden, parcels owned by City of Pittsburgh
E. Between the community garden and Meadow Street, parcels owned by the City of Pittsburgh
F. East end of Larimer Avenue, parcels owned by the City of Pittsburgh
space began north of the Fairfield Apartments, centered on the former Negley Run watercourse, it might make sense to continue that green space along the Negley Run ravine north through the current Housing Authority site, since it is adjacent to the highest level of vacancy and existing green space.

The Housing Authority has goals for building and managing new housing in the Larimer Avenue corridor that must be addressed before they agree to their current site being green space. First, the Housing Authority would like to develop, possibly in partnership with other entities, 200 new units of mixed income housing, with the distribution of tax-credit, affordable, and market rate units to be determined based on market demand and available financing, but with at least 25% market rate. Sites for this housing, both scattered and assembled at larger scale would have to be identified (figure 34 suggests possible locations). If the Housing Authority agreed to a green space development plan on their current site, they would have to have appropriate, low cost replacement sites for their housing program that also work for their current management practices. Presumably, they would also identify development partners to assemble land suitable for their goals and to collaborate in developing a variety of product types.

Several additional planning exercises must be completed, however, before a permanent boundary for green space is determined. First, the neighborhood must determine a few key things about needs: what is the appropriate density of housing units? What is the appropriate mix between different levels of affordable and market rate? What are neighborhood principles for scattered site housing versus single-site, and what are the ratios of each for an ideal neighborhood? Second, the neighborhood should undergo a green space master-planning exercise that identifies regional need and neighborhood preferences for green space amenities, while also identifying funding mechanisms to build and maintain new green space. Third, a land-use plan for the entire corridor must be developed in concert with the above two activities to ensure that parcels like the Housing Authority’s are put to the best and highest use for the neighborhood and the stakeholders that own its land.

Ultimately, the Housing Authority is a critical partner in the Larimer neighborhood, not just in determining the land use of the land they hold now, but also in developing and managing new housing within the neighborhood. Several key questions must be answered before plans for a green space that runs through or around their current site are finalized.
D. Next Steps for Implementing the Vision

Questions to be answered:

+ What are the locations of strength and stability in the residential areas and in adjacent neighborhoods that we can use as foundations for future development?

+ What is the optimal density of the residential area of the neighborhood?

+ What is the optimal mix of people of different income levels in the neighborhood?

+ How does this translate to different housing types that the neighborhood should offer? What is the best unit mix for a successful neighborhood? (How many single family homes vs. apartments vs. ownership vs. rental vs. different subsidized and social services based housing units?)

+ How will land-use transitions happen in each zone?

+ What is the best phasing strategy for short term, medium term, and long term development? What needs to happen first so that other things can follow?

+ What are the region’s recreational needs versus the neighborhood’s needs? How is new recreation space paid for and maintained?

Translating our Vision into action:

+ Map the spatial organization of land uses, corridors, enclaves, and neighborhood groups.

+ Quantify the vision plan in measurable development objectives/long-range targets, including population, density, household income distribution, tenure, types and areas of open space, and economically sustainable non-residential uses.

+ Identify specific projects or initiatives that are catalytic, and stakeholder driven whenever possible.

+ Prioritize projects or initiatives based on long-range targets and market momentum.

+ Create a phasing plan and develop a two-year action plan to begin implementation.
Establish Larimer Community Green Principles: the community needs to define for itself what it means to be a state-of-the-art green community that will guide implementation. This could lead to the establishment of a set of design and development guidelines based on the East Liberty Green Vision or other relevant standards such as LEED-ND.

Conduct a Park Development Master Plan: In order to facilitate the development of Larimer Park a comprehensive master plan needs to be undertaken that addresses the following issues:

- An economic feasibility study that analyzes the market opportunities and capital and operating costs for an active recreation complex, including indoor facilities, as well as the other proposed park functions. The feasibility study should include financial projections and budgets for the capital and operating costs of the park’s development scenarios as well as stewardship and management models for the eventual operation of the park.
- A phased design and development plan that addresses needs articulated through the market research and a community process that creates a detailed site plan that can be implemented over time.
- A green infrastructure plan that utilizes state-of-the-art sustainability practices in all aspects of both the capital development and on-going operations of the park. Park design and infrastructure development should be integrated into the adjacent land development so that the park functions as an operational piece of the total storm water management plan for the neighborhood.
- A property acquisition plan for the park that identifies strategies to acquire the land along the northwest side of Larimer Avenue for inclusion in the new Larimer Park. Whatever strategies are considered, they should all adhere to the general principles of “a house for a house.” Strategies to explore include:
  - direct purchase
  - construction of replacement homes
  - life estate
  - condemnation

Develop a Decommissioning and Deconstruction Plan: for both vacant structures and historic infrastructure that can be converted to green infrastructure. This plan should develop strategies for using the existing vacant structures as a community resource of harvestable building materials, as well as decommissioning of public infrastructure as both an environmental and economic strategy that can reduce the total operating cost of the neighborhood. These cost savings in maintenance of infrastructure could then be translated to funds for redevelopment efforts.